THE YEAR IN REVIEW
What our investigative team has learned covering Covid-19 every day for 300 days.

These are among the facts we have documented with multiple credible sources, previously reported on PlanetWaves.net. Additional updates at Covid19 News and Planet Waves FM. Contact: editors@planetwaves.net.

— There was no bat at the market in China that alone caused a global pandemic shutting down the entire Western world. No "intermediate animal" necessary for zoonotic transfer from bat to human has ever been identified. Any potential evidence at the market was destroyed ("sanitized") before sampling took place. There is not one iota of data to support the zoonotic claim. The market origin is disproven by meticulous contact tracing of alleged cases originally said to have been connected to the Huanan Wet Market in Wuhan.

— The "pandemic" was planned. See Event 201, a coronavirus pandemic rehearsal staged in October 2019, as well as the Lockstep Scenario, and many other documents and statements of officials, which reveal the scheme in startling detail.

— There is no routine medical test for a virus, only for alleged markers such as genetic fragments. Surrogate tests must be validated prior to use. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR, a molecular surrogate test) does not test for infection, for live or whole virus, for viral load, for infectiousness or for causation of symptoms. There are numerous sources of false positives for both the PCR and antibodies tests, including influenzas.

— The Gold Standard (proper validation or calibration) has not been met for the purported PCR "test" for 2019-nCoV. Neither Koch's nor Rivers' postulates have been met. All such claims are lies intended to conceal this fact and confuse the public. That the PCR has not been validated renders all research conducted with it invalid, including the "case" count.

— The PCR as it is being used is fraud as a matter of fact and law. Its flaw is being exploited to maintain the "case" count. It is not a diagnostic tool. It has been known since 2006 at the latest that it can return 100% false positives, as has been widely reported.

— The purported virus has not been isolated or purified. Anyone claiming to have done so is using a made-up, fraudulent definition of "isolated" (and not purified) that should really be called "a contaminated mashup of genetic material and commercial cell stocks subjected to the medically irrelevant PCR assay." More facts on the PCR are located here.

— PCR positive result is not a "confirmed case" of anything. In New York State's official lab, the cycle threshold is running at 40, where "all you get are dead nucleotides," in the words of Anthony Fauci — in other words, all noise, no signal, and no proof of infection or exposure. PCR positive is medically and epidemiologically irrelevant. It is a political tool.

— The Lancet, a British medical journal, said in an editorial that "Covid-19 is not a pandemic." Its editor calls it a "syndemic," or outbreak with multiple causes, including environmental causes and preexisting, non-infectious sickness.

(continued on other side)
— From the beginning the PCR was and is primed with a theoretical, computer-made, nonexistent "viral" sequence that can pick up 93 types of healthy human RNA among other sources of false positives. U.S. government documents and other scientific sources (including the notes of Christian Drosten, designer of the WHO’s PCR "test kit" in January) confirm this.

— If there is a contagious virus that causes illness, that remains to be proven via the Scientific Method and its specific theorems for microbiology, those of Koch and Rivers. Claims to the contrary are designed to cover up the lack of scientific rigor required to establish a single cause for any illness.

— 2019-nCoV (SARS-CoV-2) has never been proven to cause any illness, or to exist based on the rules of virology and its long-established Scientific Method.

— Masks do not protect against a virus or anything. Masks instead concentrate bacteria and carbon dioxide and increase the chances of getting pneumonia. They trigger the immune system, which can set off numerous other latent illnesses or conditions. No state can produce a study saying that they do. A records access request has revealed that the New York State Department of Health has NO studies on mask safety or effectiveness in its files. They make children sick.

— Lockdowns do not protect anyone. In the spring, New York’s Gov. Cuomo said that 66% of New Yorkers admitted to the hospital at the peak of the crisis had stayed home, i.e., isolated. This suggests that the lockdown caused rather than prevented illnesses.

— There is no asymptomatic spread of SARS-CoV-2. Anthony Fauci admitted this in January 2020, and it was confirmed by a peer-reviewed study of 9.5 million people in Wuhan. This study was done with testing and also tracing of symptomatic cases and their contacts, actual epidemiology and not just the PCR.

— New York’s hospitals are not overwhelmed. They are running at normal capacity for this time of year, about 75% on average statewide. This is true most other parts of the United States and the world. In allegedly overrun locales such as London, hospitals are eerily quiet.

— There is no increased mortality, death rate, or excess deaths. If the numbers are reported honestly, deaths will be the same as in 2019. “Covid” deaths are recategorizations of deaths from preexisting conditions by order of CDC. Any increase will be due to the "harvesting effect" or "dry tinder effect" and will be within standard deviations. More data here and here. Nearly everyone who allegedly died of Covid was already very sick with something else.

— There is nothing novel about “covid.” It is a construction; a mere redefinition of preexisting diseases that have been recategorized. It should therefore be called a syndrome but is fraudulently being called a distinctive disease. "SARS-CoV-2" is not a novel virus.

— Measles virus has never been proven to cause the measles.

— When tested in direct experiments, doctors in multiple studies could not cause person-to-person spread of Spanish Flu, according to a 1919 study in JAMA.

To learn more, visit PlanetWaves.net or write to editors@planetwaves.net.